
STLC2150
■ Bluetooth® v.1.2 specification compliant
■ Fully integrated single chip:

– transceiver with minimum of external RF
components

– PLL completely integrated

– Integrated antenna switch

■ Supports Power Class 2 and 3 operation with 
power control

■ Supports Power Class 1 operation with an 
external Power Amplifie

■ Outstanding maximum usable input signal
■ Interface with base-band:

– BlueRF compatible

– unidirectional

– received data: RxMode2 and RxMode2+ are
supported

– serial interface: JTAG

■ CMOS technology
■ Standard VFQFPN-48 package
■ Low standby power consumption
■ Extended temperature range
■ Compliant to automotive specification AEC-Q100

APPLICATIONS
■ Wireless data transmission applications to 432 

Kbps symmetrical or 721 Kbps asymmetrical.
■ Typical applications in which the STLC2150 is 

used are:
■ Computer peripherals 
■ Modems
■ Cameras 
■ Portable computers, PDA
■ Handheld data transfer devices
■ Mobile phone
■ Other types of devices that require the wireless 

communication provided by Bluetooth®.

DESCRIPTION

The STLC2150 is a fully integrated Bluetooth® single
chip radio transceiver. Together with a BB processor,
like STLC2410, it offers a compact and complete so-
lution for short-range wireless connectivity for a vari-
ety of applications.

The STLC2150 implements a low-IF receiver for
Bluetooth® modulated input signals and no external
IF filtering is required. The GFSK demodulator is fully
integrated and supplies digital output data and RSSI.
The transmit section features a fully integrated GFSK
modulator, followed by a direct up-conversion stage,
giving an output signal of 0 dBm. Optional power con-
trol is available.

On-chip VCO covers full Bluetooth® band and con-
tains all of the tank resonator circuitry. Unidirectional
BlueRF compatible interface and 4 wires serial JTAG
interface are used to control all functions of radio
transceiver, enabling operation with wide range of BB
processors.

VFQFPN-48 (7x7x1.0mm)

ORDERING NUMBER: STLC2150
Temperature range: -40 to 85 °C
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1 SCOPE


The 'Interface and Programming Guide' covers detailed explanations of the STLC2150 functionality and
describes how to integrate it into a final application working with a Bluetooth baseband processor.


2 RELATED DOCUMENTS


[1] BlueRF Specification V1.0. White Paper.
[2] IEEE Std. 1149.1-1990, Standard Test Access Port and Boundary-Scan Architecture.
[3] STLC2150 Bluetooth Radio Transceiver. Preliminary Datasheet V1.2.
[4] STLC2150: TX and RX modes timing. Application Note.
[5] STLC2150: Carrier feedthrough calibration. Application Note.
[6] STLC2150: Crystal trimming. Application Note.


3 SYSTEM OVERVIEW


STLC2150 is a fully integrated Bluetooth single chip radio transceiver. Together with a baseband proces-
sor it offers a compact and complete solution for short-range wireless connectivity for a variety of applica-
tions. STLC2150 is suitable for power Class 3 and Class 2 applications and with an external PA meets
Class 1 application requirements. Please refer to the datasheet for more details about RF performance.
General block diagram is presented on Figure 1.
STLC2150 implements a low-IF receiver for Bluetooth modulated input signals and no external IF filtering
is required. A highly linear LNA amplifies the input signal and passes it to the mixers, which are driven by
two quadrature LO signals, locally generated in an on chip PLL. The mixer output signals are filtered by a
polyphase bandpass filter for first channel filtering and image rejection. The bandpass filter output signals
are amplified by a VGA to the optimal input range for the A/D converters. Further filtering is done in digital
filters. The digital demodulator extracts received data, bit clock and RSSI. Also, it controls the overall au-
tomatic gain amplification in the receive path as well as automatic frequency compensation.
The transmit section features a fully integrated digital GFSK I/Q modulator, followed by D/A converters
and lowpass filters. Two direct up-conversion mixers use an LO signal generated by the same PLL as the
one used for the receiver. As the last step the signal is amplified by an internal PPA, giving an output signal
2 dBm at the RF pins .
The on-chip VCO covers the full Bluetooth band and contains all of the tank resonator circuitry. The VCO
is a part completely integrated PLL. 
The PLL and the analogue lowpass (TX) and bandpass (RX) filters are automatically calibrated on chip to
eliminate process variations.
An integrated 13 MHz crystal oscillator generates the 13 MHz reference clock. However, STLC2150 can
also accept an external 13MHz clock, digital or analogue. 
A unidirectional BlueRF compatible interface and a 4 wires register control JTAG interface are used to
control all functions of the radio transceiver, enabling operation with a wide range of baseband processors.
STLC2150 implements the Rxmode2 interface of the BlueRF specification. There is also an extra possi-
bility to provide the baseband processor with the reclocked receive data and the recovered bit clock as-
sociated with this data (Rxmode2+).
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Figure 1. STLC2150 Block Diagram


4 INTERFACE WITH BASEBAND


The STLC2150 baseband interface is a compatible implementation of the Unidirectional Rxmode2 inter-
face from the BlueRF specification [1]. On top of it STLC2150 also has the capability to extract the bit clock
from the received data, re-synchronize the received data with this clock and provide both to the baseband
processor (Rxmode2+). All Bi-directional modes and Unidirectional Rxmode1, Rxmode3 are not imple-
mented.
Figure 2 presents the actual implementation of the interface.


Figure 2. interface between Baseband and Radio
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4.1 Register control interface


As register control interface the STLC2150 uses a 4 wire JTAG interface implemented according to the
BlueRF Specification V1.0 and IEEE Std. 1149.1-1990. The radio register control interface is represented
by the signals BDCLK (JTAG CLK), BnDEN (JTAG TMS), BMOSI (JTAG TDI) and BMISO (JTAG TDO).
The STLC2150 uses 6 bits address format to access to the 52 registers containing 8 bits of data and one
register with 32 bits of data (ID Code). Address and data are clocked in LSB first, MSB last.
The register control interface is designed to operate with a BDCLK frequency up to 20 MHz. 


4.2 RF data and control path


The RF data and control path is implemented by the signals listed below according to the BlueRF Speci-
fication V1.0. Not all the signals described in the BlueRF Specification are required.
BSEN - input, active rising edge. The rising edge of BSEN activates the radio's synthesizer in both RX and
TX modes. The Bluetooth channel number has to be programmed upfront. The BSEN signal is optional,
by default the synthesizer is activated by the Bluetooth channel number programmation.
BRXEN - input, active level high. The rising edge of BRXEN activates the receive path of the radio. For
correct operation the synthesizer must be activated before the BRXEN rising edge. The falling edge of
BRXEN deactivates the receive path and the synthesizer.
BTXEN - input, active level high. The rising edge of BTXEN activates the transmit path of the radio. For
correct operation the synthesizer must be activated before the BTXEN rising edge. The falling edge of
BTXEN deactivates the transmit path and the synthesizer.
BPKTCTL - input, active level high. In RX mode BPKTCTL deactivates the automatic frequency compen-
sation and automatic gain adaptation of the receiver, and latches the RSSI value. For STLC2150 correct
operation this signal has to be risen by the baseband 18 µs after successful recognition of the access
code.
BXTLEN - input, active level low. BXTLEN activates the low power mode. The functionality of this pin is
defined by STLC2150 register settings.
BRCLK - TX mode: STLC2150 provides a 1 MHz bitclock.  This clock should be used by the baseband


processor to synchronize TX data to STLC2150.
RX mode: STLC2150 can provide a 1 MHz bit clock recovered from the RX data in Rxmode
2+.


BRXD - output, in RX mode, provides the baseband with the received data.
BTXD - input, in TX mode, gets the data to transmit from the baseband.
The following signals are not described in the BlueRF V1.0, but they are part of the interface with the base-
band:
RESETN - input, active level low. Resets all internal registers and radio controller.
CLK13MHZ - bi-directional, digital 13 MHz clock pin. Configured as output if the integrated crystal oscil-
lator or external analogue clock are used. Otherwise it is configured as input to get the digital 13 MHz
clock.
LPCLK - output, 32 or 3,2 kHz digital clock. Provides the baseband with a selectable clock (32 or 3,2 kHz)
in low power mode. This functionality is controlled by register settings.


5 OPERATIONAL MODES


STLC2150 has the following operational modes: Power-up, Idle, TX, RX and Low Power. This paragraph
contains a detailed description on how to use them. Whenever register settings are described, the register
address is given in decimal notation and the register value is given in decimal or binary notation. A sum-
mary of all noticed registers is presented in Paragraph 6. The radio pin names and description can be
found in the STLC2150 Datasheet.
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5.1 Power-up


The Power-up sequence has three stages: "Powering On and Reset", "Clock configuration", and "Regis-
ters initialisation". General Power-up sequence is presented on Figure 3.


Figure 3. Power-up sequence


5.1.1 Powering on and reset


The power-up process begins with the application of power to the radio. It is recommended to apply power
to all radio's VDDs and VDDIO simultaneously. RESETN should be asserted low long enough to enable
the supplies and the reference clock to stabilize. In this reset state all registers in the chip as well as the
radio controller (Finite State Machine) are reset, the crystal oscillator is enabled, and the CLK13MHZ pin
is configured as input. Refer to STLC2150 Datasheet for the recommended crystal specification.


Note: the CLK13MHZ pin should not be tied high or low when a crystal or external analogue clock are used because it is reconfig-
ured later as an output.


5.1.2 Clock configuration


After RESETN is de-asserted the radio enters the Clock configuration stage. The STLC2150 requires a
13 MHz reference clock, which can be supplied in three ways:
1) An external crystal connected to the XTAL13I and XTAL13O pins. In this case, the integrated crystal oscil-


lator is used;
2) An external analogue (sine wave, from 0,2 to 1,5 VPP) 13 MHz clock connected to the XTAL13I pin;
3) An external digital 13 MHz clock connected to the CLK13MHZ pin.
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5.1.2.1 Clock configuration with crystal


After RESETN de-assertion, the radio checks the presence of the clock edges from the crystal oscillator.
The clock signal from the crystal is passed through a two-stage clock filter. In the first, asynchronous stage
of the filter (211-1) edges of the crystal clock are counted. At this point the CLK13MHZ pin is reconfigured
as an output with logic zero driven out. In the second, synchronous stage of the filter, a programmable
number of crystal clock edges are counted, as defined by the R_clock_filter_delay register (R_28, bit
<5…0>). By default (and hence at power-up) this register is set to its maximum value, 63, which corre-
sponds to 63*(211-1) edges of the crystal clock (at 13MHz this is approximately 10 ms). After this delay
the crystal clock is output on the CLK13MHZ pin and the baseband processor can start initialising the radio
registers.


5.1.2.2 Clock configuration with external analogue clock


If the external analogue 13 MHz clock is connected to the XTAL13I pin, the radio performs the same steps
as for the clock configuration with crystal. For optimal power consumption the amplitude regulation circuit
of the crystal oscillator must be disabled. It has to be done at the register initialisation stage by setting
register R_disable_vcxo_ampl (R_28, bit <7>) to '1'.


5.1.2.3 Clock configuration with external digital clock


After RESETN de-assertion, the radio checks the presence of the clock edges from the crystal oscillator.
If no crystal clock edges are detected, the CLK13MHZ pin remains configured as an input. At this point
the radio registers are accessible through the register control interface and the baseband processor can
start initialising the radio registers. In the case of an external digital 13 MHz reference clock, the first reg-
ister to be programmed is R_ext_13mhz_clk (R_27, bit <4>), which must be set to '1'. This programs the
radio to use the external digital 13 MHz reference clock.


Note: To avoid wrong clock detection the crystal input pin XTAL13I shall be tied low.


5.1.3 Register initialisation


The register initialisation stage can begin with ID code reading (R_10, 32 bits, or R_11 through R_14, 8
bits each, if the baseband can't handle 32 bit wide data) to identify the radio type (or version). The ID code
of STLC2150 is 0xBC150109 (in hexadecimal notation). For the rest of the register initialisation stage, all
the registers for which the content is different from the reset content must be rewritten one-by-one. 
The registers that must be initialised are divided into two groups: 


– fixed by ST


– application dependant


A list of all fixed registers with recommended values is presented in Paragraph 6.3. A list of application
dependant registers is presented in Paragraph 6.4. The registers can be written in any order. 
There are only two exceptions: 


1) in case an external digital clock is used, the register R_ext_13mhz_clk (R_27, bit <4>) must be written first.
2) programming of the low power clock configuration has a dedicated sequence, refer Paragraph 5.5. 


All registers not listed in Paragraph 6 must never be programmed.
After register initialisation the STLC2150 is in the Idle mode and ready for normal operation. The register
configuration remains until another reset occurs or the radio is powered off. 


5.2 Idle mode and Finite State Machine


The main operation modes of the STLC2150 are Idle, TX and RX. After the Power-up sequence the radio
enters the Idle mode. In this mode only limited functionalities are allowed: registers access, start TX mode,
start RX mode and start Low Power mode. Transition between them is controlled by the Finite State Ma-
chine (FSM). The control diagram of the FSM is presented in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. FSM control diagram


5.3 TX mode


5.3.1 Start-Stop sequence and timing requirements


The TX mode starts by writing the radio channel control word for the coming TX slot to the dynamic register
R_cn (R_18). The defined radio channel centre frequency is given by:


Fc = 2400 + n*1 MHz, 


where "n" is a 7-bit channel number, ranging from 2 to 80 (R_18, bit <6…0>). For every TX slot bit <7> of
the dynamic register R_cn (R_18) must be set to '0'. As an example: value 2 put to the dynamic register
R_cn (R_18) means a TX channel centre frequency 2402 MHz.  For any TX slot (defined by a rising edge
of the BTXEN signal followed by a falling edge of the BTXEN signal) the channel number must be written
only once.
By default access to the R_cn register is used to start the synthesizer on the defined frequency. The syn-
thesizer starts up a programmable delay after the dynamic register access (DELSYNT state of FSM, T1
on TX timing diagram). This delay is set by register R_sy_enable_delay (R_30, bit <7…0>). As no dis-
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tinction can be made by the FSM between a read or a write operation to the dynamic register (it only rec-
ognises an access), the baseband must not use read access to the dynamic register. An alternative way
to start up the synthesizer is to use the BSEN signal. In this case an access to the dynamic register will
not cause the synthesizer to start, but a BSEN rising edge will. To enable the BSEN signal functionality,
register R_use_bsen_pad (R_61, bit <4>) must be set to '1'. The PLL power up delay caused by register
R_sy_enable_delay (R_30, bit <7…0>) is also applicable in this case.


Figure 5. TX mode timing diagram


80 µs after the internal sypup signal, the baseband can drive the BTXEN signal high to enable the transmit
path in the radio. As a result, all TX circuitry except for the PPA is powered up with a small fixed delay
(ENATX state of FSM, T3 on TX timing diagram) and a time T4 later, the radio starts to provide the 1MHz
clock on BRCLK. The PPA is enabled a time T5 set by register R_pa_enable_delay (R_32, bit <7…0>)
(ENAPA state of FSM) later than the rest of the TX circuitry. Taking into account the time needed for the
TX power to ramp up, the first valid data from the baseband can now be sent. 
The TX mode stops when the baseband de-asserts the BTXEN signal. After a fixed delay (T7 on TX timing
diagram), the PPA is powered down. A delay set by register R_tx_disable_delay (R_33, bit <7…0>) later,
the rest of the TX path, as well as the synthesizer, are powered down and the radio returns to the Idle state.
For a better understanding refer to Figure 5 and the summary table below. The way to set optimal timing
is described in Application Note STLC2150: TX and RX modes timing.
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5.3.2 TX data sampling


STLC2150 implements TX data sampling according to the Unidirectional Rxmode2 BlueRF interface
specification. The baseband processor shall synchronise the TX data to the 1 MHz BRCLK provided by
the radio. STLC2150 can sample the TX data either on the rising edge of BRCLK (default) or on the falling
edge. An appropriate timing diagram is presented on Figure 6.


Figure 6. TX data sampling


To have STLC2150 sampling the TX data on the rising edge of BRCLK (baseband drives the TX data on
the falling edge), the register R_txclkoutena (R_19, bit <6>) must be set to '1' (default settings). To have
the radio sampling the TX data on the falling edge of BRCLK (baseband drives the TX data on the rising
edge), the register R_txclkNoutena (R_19, bit <7>) must be set to '1'. It is not allowed to set both registers
to '1' simultaneously.
STLC2150 has a delta-gamma circuit that allows to introduce a phase offset between BRCLK and the in-
ternal 1 MHz reference clock of the PLL. This offset needs to be set for optimal performance by register
R_txclk_offset (R_25, bit <3…0>) and depends on the particular application implementation. The way to
define the best offset value is described in Application Note STLC2150: TX and RX modes timing.
If the baseband can not synchronise to BRCLK to drive the TX data to the radio, STLC2150 has the pos-
sibility to recover the bit clock from the TX data stream and thus sample the TX data at the right moment
in time. To use this option both registers R_txclkoutena (R_19, bit <6>) and R_txclkNoutena (R_19, bit
<7>) have to be set to '0' and register R_sel_sample_mode (R_23, bit <7>) must be se to '1'. However,
this is not the preferred way to sample TX data. Therefore, it should not be used if the default mode is
possible.


T1 Time between write to dynamic register (or BSEN rising edge, depending on settings) and PLL enabled in 
STLC2150. Set by register R_sy_enable_delay (R_30).


T2 Time between write to dynamic register (or BSEN rising edge, depending on settings) and BTXEN asserted by 
baseband. It is required by STLC2150 that T2>T1.


T3 Time between BTXEN asserted by baseband and TX path enabled in STLC2150. Fixed at ~0.4µs.


T4 Time between internal Transmit Enabled signal and first output rising edge of BRCLK: ~1 µs + delay set by reg-
ister R_txclk_offset (R_25, bit <3…0>).


T5 Time between internal Transmit Enabled signal in STLC2150 and PA enabled. Set by register 
R_pa_enable_delay (R_32).


T6 Time between BTXEN asserted by BB and first valid bit on BTXD. It is required for correct operation STLC2150 
that T6>T3+T5 and T6>1µs 


T7 Time between BTXEN de-asserted by baseband and PPA disabled. Fixed at 0.4µs.


T8 Time between PPA disabled and TX path disabled. Set by register R_tx_disable_delay (R_33).


T9 Time between TX path disabled and PLL disabled. Fixed at 0 ns. 


TTx Delay caused by the transmit circuitry.
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5.3.3 Transmitter calibration


For the best modulation performance the undesired output power at the carrier frequency needs to be min-
imised by calibration on each radio sample. The calibration procedure is described in the Application Note
STLC2150: Carrier feedthrough calibration. As a result of this calibration, an optimal value for the registers
R_txoffi (R_20, bit <5…0>) and R_txoffq (R_21, bit <5…0>) is found. During the register initialisation
stage, both registers have to be programmed with these optimal values.


5.4 RX mode


5.4.1 Start-Stop sequence and timing requirements


The RX mode starts by writing the radio channel control word for the coming RX slot to the dynamic reg-
ister R_cn (R_18). The radio channel centre frequency is given by:


Fc = 2400 + n*1 MHz, 
where "n" is a 7-bit channel number, ranging from 2 to 80 (R_18, bit <6…0>). For every RX slot bit <7> of
the dynamic register R_cn (R_18) must be set to '1'. As an example: value 130 put to the dynamic register
R_cn (R_18) means an RX channel centre frequency 2402 MHz. For any RX slot (defined by a rising edge
of the BRXEN signal followed by a falling edge of the BRXEN signal) the channel number must be written
only once.
By default, access to the R_cn register is used to start the synthesizer on the defined frequency. The syn-
thesizer starts up a programmable delay after the dynamic register access (DELSYNT state of FSM, T1
on RX timing diagram). This delay is set by register R_sy_enable_delay (R_30, bit <7…0>). As no dis-
tinction can be made by the FSM between a read or a write operation to the dynamic register (it only rec-
ognises an access), the baseband must not use read access to the dynamic register. An alternative way
to start the synthesizer is to use the BSEN signal. In this case an access to the dynamic register will not
cause the synthesizer to start, but a BSEN rising edge will. To enable the BSEN signal functionality, reg-
ister R_use_bsen_pad (R_61, bit <4>) must be set to '1'. The PLL power up delay caused by register
R_sy_enable_delay (R_30, bit <7…0>) is also applicable in this case.
So the synthesizer start up is the same for TX and RX modes. The same set of parameters is used, the
only difference is the value of bit <7> of the dynamic register R_cn (R_18).


Figure 7. RX mode timing diagram
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80 µs after the internal sypup signal, the baseband can drive the BRXEN signal high to enable the receive
path in the radio. As a result, all RX circuitry except for the Variable Gain Amplifier is powered up with a
small fixed delay (T3 on RX timing diagram). The Variable Gain Amplifier is enabled after a delay set by
register R_rx_enable_delay (R_31, bit <7…0>) (T4 on RX timing diagram). From this point on, the RX
data is sent out on the BRXD pin and the 1 MHz BRCLK is available. Since STLC2150 supports only
Rxmode2, the access code recognition has to be done by the baseband processor. After successful ac-
cess code recognition, the baseband must drive the BPKTCTL signal high. For STLC2150 correct opera-
tion this signal has to be risen by the baseband 18 µs after successful recognition of the access code. The
rising edge of BPKCTL is used by the radio to stop automatic gain and frequency offset compensation
algorithms. It is also used to latch the RSSI value.
The RX mode stops when the baseband de-asserts the BRXEN signal. After a fixed delay (T5 on RX tim-
ing diagram), the RX path is powered down. After another fixed delay the synthesizer is also powered
down and the radio returns to the Idle state.
For a better understanding refer to Figure 7 and the summary table below. The way to set the optimal tim-
ing is described in Application Note STLC2150: TX and RX modes timing.


5.4.2 RX data driving


STLC2150 implements the RX data driving according to the Unidirectional Rxmode2 BlueRF interface
specification. The raw RX data is output on BRXD pin and the baseband processor needs to use its own
clock recovery and data extraction algorithms. This is not the default mode of the radio, so to get to this
behaviour, the registers R_rxclkoutena (R_19, bit <4>), R_rxclkNoutena (R_19, bit <5>) and
R_rxdatasynch (R_19, bit <3>) must be set to '0'.
By default, STLC2150 will do the clock recovery by itself. In this case the 1 MHz recovered bit clock is put
on BRCLK. The RX data on BRXD is synchronised to the falling edge of BRCLK (the baseband should
sample BRXD at the rising edge of BRCLK).  The edge to which the data is synchronised can be inverted
if needed by changing register R_rxclkNoutena (R_19, bit <5>) to '0' and register R_rxclkoutena (R_19,
bit <4>) to '1'. It is not allowed to set both registers to '1' simultaneously. 
An appropriate timing diagram is presented in Figure 8.


Figure 8. RX data driving


T1 Time between write to dynamic register (or BSEN rising edge, depending on settings) and PLL enabled in 
STLC2150. Set by register R_sy_enable_delay (R_30).


T2 Time between write to dynamic register (or BSEN rising edge, depending on settings) and BRXEN asserted by 
baseband. It is required by STLC2150 that T2>T1.


T3 Time between BRXEN asserted by baseband and RX path enabled in STLC2150. Fixed at ~0.4µs.


T4 Time between RX path enabled and VGA enabled in STLC2150. Set by register R_rx_enable_delay (R_31).


T5 Time between BRXEN de-asserted by baseband and RX path disabled in STLC2150. Fixed at ~0.4µs.


T6 Time between RX path disabled in STLC2150 and PLL disabled. Fixed at 76ns. 


TRx Delay caused by receive circuitry.


 


Baseband sampling points 


BRCLK 1 MHz 
recovered.  
BRXD synchronised 
to the falling edge  
BRCLK 1 MHz 
recovered  


BRXD synchronised to 
the rising edge  


RX data
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5.4.3 RSSI


For every RX slot STLC2150 measures the Received Signal Strength. At the rising edge of BPKTCTL, the
RSSI value is latched and updated in the read only register R_rssi (R_17, bit <7…0>). The RSSI value in
this register remains unchanged until the next rising edge of BPKTCTL. The register R_rssi (R_17) can
be read at any time, but it is strongly recommended to avoid reading the RSSI value during the RX slot
(BRXEN signal is active).
The RSSI value provided by the radio is 8 bit, unsigned, and is referred to the radio pins.


5.5 Low Power Mode


For all states in which no radio activity is required (Hold, Sniff, Park), the baseband can put STLC2150 in
Low Power mode. In this mode, STLC2150 operates with minimum current consumption. The power re-
mains on, the radio does not need to be reset and all configuration information in the registers is retained.
If required, STLC2150 can output a low power clock at a frequency of 3.2kHz or 32kHz at the LPCLK pin.
From the Idle state, the radio can be put in this LP mode by driving the BXTLEN signal low if this LP mode
is enabled. Based upon the 13 MHz reference clock source used and whether or not the LP clock needs
to be provided on the LPCLK pin, different low power modes can be distinguished.


5.5.1 Clock from crystal or external analogue clock, no clock on LPCLK.


The low power mode is enabled by setting R_lpmodeEna (R_29, bit <6>) to '1'. Since no clock is required
on LPCLK, the register R_lpclkEna (R_48, bit <1>) should be set to '0' (default). Low power mode is ac-
tivated when BXTLEN is asserted low. In this case, all internal circuits are reset, all internal clocks (and
13 MHz clock on CLK13MHZ as a consequence) are stopped. The CLK13MHZ pin is reconfigured as an
input and the on-chip crystal oscillator is disabled. This configuration provides the lowest power consump-
tion for STLC2150 with power on. All configuration information is retained.
To exit the low power mode, BXTLEN is set high. STLC2150 then restarts in the same way as for RESETN
de-assertion at power-on. Hence, by default there is a delay of about 10ms after the deactivation of the
low power mode before the clock restarts. This delay can be reduced by re-programming the clock filter
delay register, R_clock_filter_delay (R_28, bit <5…0>). In case an external analogue clock is used, this
register can be programmed with the value 0, which results in the minimum delay possible, which is ap-
proximately 300µs.


5.5.2 Clock from crystal or external analogue clock, clock on LPCLK


The low power mode is enabled by setting R_lpmodeEna (R_29, bit <6>) to '1'. Since a clock is required
on LPCLK, this pin must be configured as an output pin by setting the register R_lpclk_is_out (R_61, bit
<5>) to '1' (by default LPCLK is an input pin). Next, the LPCLK frequency must be selected by setting the
correct value in register R_lpclkDiv (R_48, bit <0>): '1' results in a 32 kHz clock on LPCLK, '0' results in
a 3,2 kHz clock on LPCLK.  Finally, to actually output this LP clock on the LPCLK pin, register R_lpclkEna
(R_48, bit <1>) should be set to '1'. It is mandatory that these registers are programmed in this order and
not at the same time. Low power mode is activated by driving BXTLEN low. In this case, all internal
STLC2150 circuits are reset except for the on-chip crystal oscillator, the crystal clock filter and the circuit
that generates the low power clock on LPCLK. The CLK13MHZ pin is reconfigured as an input.
To exit the low power mode, BXTLEN must be set high. STLC2150 then restarts in a similar way as for
power-on. However, in this case the clock filter does not need to recount the clock edges so the clock is
immediately restarted on CLK13MHZ, which is configured as an output. 


NOTE: as the BXTLEN can change asynchronously to the crystal clock, a glitch may appear on the CLK13MHZ when the 13MHz
clock is restarted. However, this should not cause a problem as the rest of the Bluetooth unit should continue to use the
LPCLK for some time after the low power mode has been deactivated.


5.5.3 External digital clock, no clock on LPCLK


The low power mode is enabled by setting R_lpmodeEna (R_29, bit <6>) to '1'. Since no clock is required
on LPCLK, the register R_lpclkEna (R_48, bit <1>) should be set to '0' (default). Low power mode is ac-
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tivated when BXTLEN is asserted low. In this case, all internal circuits are reset, all internal clocks are
stopped. The CLK13MHZ pin is still configured as an input. 
To exit the low power mode, BXTLEN must be set high. STLC2150 then restarts in the same way as for
RESETN de-assertion at power-on. As the external clock is used here, STLC2150 can be placed into nor-
mal operation almost immediately after exiting the low power mode.


5.5.4 External digital clock, clock on LPCLK


The low power mode is enabled by setting R_lpmodeEna (R_29, bit <6>) to '1'. Since a clock is required
on LPCLK, this pin must be configured as an output pin by setting the register R_lpclk_is_out (R_61, bit
<5>) to '1' (LPCLK is an input pin by default). Next, the LPCLK frequency must be selected by setting the
correct value in register R_lpclkDiv (R_48, bit <0>): '1' results in a 32 kHz clock on LPCLK, '0' results in
a 3,2 kHz clock on LPCLK. Finally, to actually output this LP clock on the LPCLK pin, register R_lpclkEna
(R_48, bit <1>) should be set to '1'. It is mandatory that these registers are programmed in this order and
not at the same time. Low power mode is activated by driving BXTLEN low. In this case, all internal
STLC2150 circuits are reset except for the circuit that generates the low power clock on LPCLK. The
CLK13MHZ pin is still configured as an input.
To exit the low power mode, BXTLEN must be set high. STLC2150 then restarts in the same way as for
RESETN de-assertion at power-on. As the external clock is used here, STLC2150 can be placed into nor-
mal operation almost immediately after exiting the low power mode.
The flowchart showing how to enter the low power mode is presented in Figure 9, the flowchart showing
how to exit the low power mode is presented in figure 10. For all low power modes, only the BXTLEN signal
needs to be changed dynamically by the baseband. The register configuration needed for the chosen LP
mode can be programmed at the register initialisation stage. 


Figure 9. Start Low Power Mode Flowchart


Wait for BXTLEN to go low 


Wait for R_lpmodeEna set 


Wait for BXTLEN to go low 


Normal Operation  


Crystal ? 


Yes 


No 


Set R_lpclkEna 


set R_lpclkDiv 


Low Power Mode (2) 
 


on-chip oscillator enabled, CLK13MHZ 
configured as input, all circuits reset except low 


frequency clock generator, clock filter and 
1MHz clock generator. Configuration retained. 


No LPCLK ? 


32KHz ? 


Yes 


No 


Yes 


Low Power Mode (1) 
 


on-chip oscillator disabled, CLK13MHZ 
configured as input, all circuits reset. 


Configuration retained.  
 


Lowest Power Consumption. 


Set R_lpclkEna 


Wait for BXTLEN to go low 


Low Power Mode (4) 
 


on-chip oscillator disabled, CLK13MHZ 
configured as input, all circuits reset except low 


frequency clock generator and 
1MHz clock generator. Configuration retained. 


set R_lpclkDiv 


No  LPCLK ? 


32KHz ? 


Yes 


No  


Yes 


Wait for BXTLEN to go low 


Low Power Mode (3) 
 


on-chip oscillator disabled, CLK13MHZ 
configured as input, all circuits reset except 


1MHz clock generator. Configuration retained. 
2nd Lowest Power Consumption. 
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The figure below shows how to exit from low power mode:


Figure 10. Exit Low Power Mode Flowchart


 


Low Power Mode (1)  


on- chip oscillator disabled, CLK13MHZ configured as input, all circuits reset and 
configuration retained. 


Connect Crystal clock to internal clocks and  


CLK13MHZ output  


Wait for 2 11 -1 crystal clock edges  


Configure CLK13MHZ as output  


Wait for N.(2 11 -1) crystal clock edges  


Normal Operation  


Wait for write to R_cn register  


Configure STLC150 using registers, if necessary  


Low Power Mode (2)  


on-chip oscillator enabled, CLK13MHZ configured as input, all circuits reset 
except low frequency clock generator, clock filter and 1MHz clock generator. 


Configuration retained.  


 


Low Power Mode (3)  


on-chip oscillator disabled, CLK13MHZ configured as input, all circuits reset 
except 1MHz clock generator. Configuration retained.  


Low Power Mode (4)  


on-chip oscillator disabled, CLK13MHZ configured as input, all circuits reset 
except low frequency clock generator and 1MHz clock generator. Configuration 


retained.  
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6 THE STLC2150 CONTROL REGISTERS


STLC2150 has a set of registers from R_10 to R_61. All of them are 8 bit wide, except for R_10 which is
32 bit wide. All the registers are of the read/write type, except for the registers R_10 through R_14 and
R_17, which are read only. Since a JTAG is used as register control interface, reading from a register must
be performed with precaution not to destroy the data present in that register.
All addresses below are presented in decimal notation, all register values are presented in binary notation.


6.1 The STLC2150 ID code registers


There are five registers for the ID code that store the identification code and version of the chip. They are:
R_10 (32 bits), R_11 (8 bits), R_12 (8 bits), R_13 (8 bits) and R_14 (8 bits). The content of register R_11
through R_14 is the same as the content of R_10 but presented in byte format (for basebands that can
not read a 32 bits register). These registers are read only.


6.2 The STLC2150 dynamic registers


To manage the Bluetooth burst activity, STLC2150 has two dynamic registers, R_17 and R_18.
R_18 is used to set the channel number as follows:
Bit <7>: TX/RX slot control bit, '1' = RX, '0' = TX.
Bit <6…0> : Channel number. Please note that channel number 02 (0000010) corresponds to Bluetooth
channel 0.
Read access to this register must not be used, program the dynamic register only once before every rising
edge of BRXEN or BTXEN.
R_17 is used to read out the RSSI value, latched by the last rising edge of BPKTCTL. This register is read
only.


Register Addr Description Reset Value


R_IdCode 10 Identification Code
This register is a 32-bit register 


0xBC150109
(in hexadecimal)


Read only


R_IdCode1 11 Identification Code bit <7…0>
Only byte wise.


00001001
Read only


R_IdCode2 12 Identification Code bit <15…8>
Only byte wise.


00000001
Read only


R_IdCode3 13 Identification Code bit <23…16>
Only byte wise.


00010101
Read only


R_IdCode4 14 Identification Code bit <31…24>
Only byte wise.


10111100
Read only


Register Addr Description Reset Value


R_rssi 17 bit <7…0> RSSI value 00000000
Read only


R_rxtxnslot
R_Cn


18 bit <7>  '1' for RX, '0' for TX
bit <6…0> channel number


10000010
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6.3 The STLC2150 registers fixed by ST


STLC2150 has a number of registers that are fixed by STMicroelectronics and that have a content different
from the reset value. Therefore, these registers must be initialised with the recommended values every
time the radio is reset, to reach the best radio performance. Due to the fact that some registers are multi-
purpose, for a few registers only part of the content is fixed. The rest of the register content is then appli-
cation dependant and must be chosen based upon the application. In the table below the application
dependant part is presented by A, and has to be defined according to the description in Paragraph 5.


6.4 The STLC2150 application dependant registers


STLC2150 has a number of registers that allow to define the radio configuration to be used. If some of
these registers need a content different from the reset value, they must be initialised every time the radio
is reset. In the table below all application dependant registers are presented. Due to the fact that some
registers are multipurpose, some bits of these registers are fixed and can not be changed. The bits that
need to be set based upon the configuration needed are designated as A. For a detailed definition refer
to Paragraphs 5 and 6.5.


Register Addr Description Reset Value Recommended 
Value


Demodulator settings
R_txclk_offset


25 bit <7…4> 
bit <3…0>


0100
0000


0011
AAAA


Demodulator settings 39 00010011 01010011


Demodulator settings 49 00011000 00010000


Demodulator settings 51 00010011 00100010


Demodulator settings 52 00011011 00101011


PPA control 53 01001011 00000111


Synch_delay 60 00000100 00111010


Dig test
R_lpclk_is_out


R_use_bsen_pad
Test mode
Ramp up 


61 bit <7…6>
bit <5>
bit <4>
bit <3>


bit <2…0>


00
0
0
0


100


00
A
A
0


011


Register Addr Description Reset Value Recommended 
(fixed) Value


R_vcxo 16 Bit <7…0> 01111111 AAAAAAAA


R_txclkNoutena
R_txclkoutena


R_rxclkNoutena
R_rxclkoutena
R_rxdatasynch


Clock configuration


19 bit <7>
bit <6>
bit <5>
bit <4>
bit <3>


bit <2…0>


0
1
1
0
1


000


A
A
A
A
A


000


R_sel_sample_mode
TxBBsettings


23 bit <7>
bit <6…0>


0
1100000


A
1100000


Clock configuration
R_ext_13mhz_clk
Clock configuration


27 bit <7…5>
bit <4>


bit <3…0>


000
0


0001


000
A


0001
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6.5 Sample dependant registers


Registers R_txoffi and R_txoffq (R_20 and R_21, bit <5…0>) are sample dependant. For the best mod-
ulation performance the undesired output power at the carrier frequency needs to be minimised by cali-
bration on each radio sample. Refer [5] for these register value definition.


6.6 Description of the Registers


6.6.1 R_vcxo (R_16) Crystal trimming


STLC2150 has two internal variable capacitors connected from the XTAL13O and XTAL13I pins to
ground. The control word put to the register R_vcxo (R_16, bit <7…0>) allows to modify the value of the
capacitor and therefore trim the crystal frequency. The minimal internal capacitance corresponds to code
11111111, the maximum to 00000000. For more details [6] must be referred.


Register Addr Description Reset Value Recommended 
(fixed) Value


R_disable_vcxo_
ampl_reg


Clock configuration
R_clock_filter_delay


28 bit <7>


bit <6>
bit <5…0>


0


0
111111


A


0
AAAAAA


Ana test
R_lpmodeEna


Dig test


29 bit <7>
bit <6>


bit <5…0>


0
0


000000


0
A


000000


R_sy_enable_delay 30 bit <7…0> 00010000 AAAAAAAA


R_rx_enable_delay 31 bit <7…0> 00001000 00001000


R_pa_enable_delay 32 bit <7…0> 00001101 00001101


R_tx_disable_delay 33 bit <7…0> 00001101 00001101


Unused
R_vcxo_fix


Ana test


40 bit <7…6>
bit <5>


bit <4…0>


00
0


00110


00
A


00110


Dig test
R_lpclkEna
R_lpclkDiv


48 bit <7…2>
bit <1>
bit <0>


000000
0
0


000000
A
A


PLL settings
R_data_IO_drive
R_clock_IO_drive


54 bit <7…6>
bit <5…3>
bit <2…0>


00
000
000


00
000
000


Register Addr Description Reset Value Recommended 
(fixed) Value


Unused
R_txoffi


20 bit <7…6>
bit <5…0>


00
100000


00
AAAAAA


Unused
R_txoffq


21 bit <7…6>
bit <5…0>


00
100000


00
AAAAAA
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6.6.2 R_sy_enable_delay (R_30) Synthesizer enable delay


Delay between write to the dynamic register R_cn (R_18) or BSEN rising edge and PLL power up. The
resolution is 16/13MHz =1.2 µs, so the default value 00010000 corresponds to approximately 20 µs. If the
BSEN signal is used it is recommended to set this delay to 0. For more details [4] must be referred.


6.6.3 R_rx_enable_delay (R_31) Rx enable delay


Delay between the rising edge of the internal signal rxpup1 and the rising edge of the internal signal
rxpup2, refer Paragraph 5.5 for more details. The resolution is 8/13MHz = 0.6 µs. The default value
00001000 corresponds to 4.9 µs. It is not recommended to change this value.


6.6.4 R_pa_enable_delay (R_32) PA enable delay 


Delay between the rising edge of the internal signal txpup and the rising edge of the internal signal PPAp-
up, refer Paragraph 5.4 for more details. The resolution is 2/13MHz = 0.15 µs. The default value 00001101
corresponds to 2 µs. It is not recommended to change this value.


6.6.5 R_tx_disable_delay (R_33) TX disable delay 


Delay between the falling edge of the internal signal PPApup and the falling edge of the internal signal
txpup, refer Paragraph 5.4 for more details. The resolution is 2/13MHz = 0.15 µs. The default value
00001101 corresponds to 2 µs. It is not recommended to change this value.


6.6.6 R_vcxo_fix (R_40, bit<5>) VCXO fixed capacitor


If this bit is set to '1', the two fixed capacitors (about 4 pF each) internally connected from the XTAL13O
and XTAL13I pins to ground are removed. For more details [6] must be referred.


6.6.7 R_data_IO_drive (R_54, bit<5…3>) Data output drive capability


The output drive capability of the digital IO's is made programmable through the register R_data_IO_drive
(R_54, bit<5…3>). For all outputs except CLK13MHz, the programmation is the same. The IO output drive
is maximal when the register is set to 000 and minimal for 110. Value 111 can not be used.


6.6.8 R_clock_IO_drive (R_54, bit<2…0>) Clock output drive capability


The CLK13MHz pin drive capability is set by register R_clock_IO_drive (R_54, bit<2…0>). The IO output
drive is maximal when the register is set to 000 and minimal for 110. Value 111 can not be used.
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1 Abstract 
 


To provide guarantied RF performance in terms of co-channel and adjacent channel ±1 MHz C/I, every 
crystal connected to STLC2150 must be trimmed to supply 13 MHz reference clock with tolerance of ±2 
ppm at ambient temperature. 
 


2 Oscillation circuit design consideration 
 


To provide crystal trimming capability STLC2150 has 
two internal variable capacitors connected from the 
XTAL13O and XTAL13I pins to ground. The control 
word put to the register R_vcxo (R_16, bit <7…0>) 
allows to modify the value of the capacitors in 255 
steps, each step is 0,09 pF starting from 0 pF. Higher 
value of control word corresponds to lower capacitance 
value of variable capacitors, control word equal 255 
corresponds to 0 pF. As an addition, STLC2150 has 
two internal fixed capacitors connected from the 
XTAL13O and XTAL13I pins to ground, each capacitor 
has value 4,05 pF. These capacitors can be 
disconnected by putting ‘1’ to the register R_vcxo_fix 
(R_40, bit<5>). 
By default (and hence at power-up) the control word in the register R_vcxo is 127 and fixed capacitors are 
connected. That corresponds to the 15,57 pF equivalent capacitors connected from the XTAL13O and 
XTAL13I pins to ground. To have maximum trimming range the value of external load capacitors must be 
chosen according the following equation: 
 
C1=C2=2×CL-15,57 pF , 
 
where CL is crystal load capacitance. This calculation does not include parasitic capacitance of the radio 
and crystal packages as well as PCB influence. So, it is recommended to chose nearest standard capacitor 
value at low side. 


 


3 Trimming procedure 
 


Calibration procedure includes the following steps: 
1. Make hardware connection; 
2. Put radio into the appropriate mode; 
3. Perform crystal trimming by adjusting control word in the register R_vcxo; 
4. Store control word for later usage in normal operation. 
 


3.1 Hardware connection 
 


It is assumed that calibration is performed during final production check-up. There are two possible options 
for hardware connection: 
1. 13 MHz reference clock from the CLK13MHZ radio pin connected to the frequency counter which has an 
accuracy ±1 ppm or better. 


STLC2150 


fixed 
capacitor 


variable 
capacitor 


load 
capacitor 


XTAL13O XTAL13I 


C1 C2 


Cfo Cvo Cfi Cvi 







 
STMicroelectronics 


 
 


2. The radio output connected by a RF cable to the spectrum analyser, like Rohde&Schwarz CMU200 base 
unit or similar. In case DUT does not have a RF connector it is possible to use an air link between radio and 
spectrum analyser, meaning that antennas are connected to both devices. 


 


3.2 Radio settings 
 


The radio setting depends on hardware connection option used. 
3.2.1 Trimming with frequency counter 


The only requirement for this option is that radio is out of reset (RESETN is high) and can provide 13 MHz 
reference clock on pin CLK13MHZ. 


3.2.2 Trimming with spectrum analyser 
The radio must be first initialised as for normal operation and than put into continuous transmit mode with 
constant ‘0’ or ‘1’ as TX data. The radio must transmit on the channel 39 (2441 MHz). To put the radio in 
the continuous transmit mode the procedure below must be completed. 


a) Dynamic register R_cn (R_18) must be programmed to the value 41; 
b) If BSEN is used to start synthesizer, the BSEN must be set high; 
c) 80µs or later the TXEN must be set and kept high during trimming. 


Frequency of carrier output signal must be measured with accuracy of ±1 ppm. For better visibility carrier 
frequency output signal power can be increased by putting 0 to the radio registers R_txoffi (R_20, bit 
<5…0>) and R_txoffq (R_21, bit <5…0>). 


 


3.3 Control word adjustment 
 


Control word in the register R_vcxo must be adjusted to have 13 MHz reference  clock or carrier frequency 
output signal accuracy of ±2 ppm or better. Adjustment can be performed by step-by-step changing of the 
control word in the register R_vcxo in desired direction, which means that to decrease frequency control 
word must be increased and vice versa. In case when control word value reaches 255 but crystal still 
requires trimming, fixed capacitors can be disconnected by putting ‘1’ to the register R_vcxo_fix (R_40, 
bit<5>).  Any other algorithms can be implemented for faster trimming. 
The found values of the register R_vcxo and R_vcxo_fix must be put in the radio initialisation sequence to 
use them upon every power up. 
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1 Abstract 


The purpose of this Application Note is to provide a reference of the test and calibration flow of ST 
Bluetooth chipset STLC2410/STLC2150. It does not include any test for application specific functions e.g. 
headset, MP3 or keyboard. 


2 Initial conditions 


It is assumed that: 
1. Connection to  UART1, UART2 and BOOT pins of DUT can be made; 
2. DUT is passed visual inspection after board assembly; 
3. ST FlashLoader v2.21 or later is used for calibration and flash loading; 
4. Test setup as described below is used; 
5. Intended DUT FW is v2.03 or later for HCI and v3.20 for CFW. 


3 Test setup 


The recommended test setup, as presented in Figure 1, includes: 
a) PC based control unit; 
b) RS-232/UART converter, 
c) Power supply, 
d) Rohde&Schwarz CMU-200 Universal Radio Tester, 
e) Antenna coupler. 


 


PC based control unit


RS-232/UART
R&S CMU-200


Power supply


Antenna


 
coupler


DUTRF


RS-232 RS-232


 
 


Figure 1. Recommended test setup 
 


3.1 Requirements to the test setup 


3.1.1 Control unit 


PC based control unit must satisfy the following minimum requirements: Intel Pentium III 500 MHz 
processor, 128 MB RAM, 10 MB free space on hard drive available for ST FlashLoader, Microsoft 
Windows XP/Windows 2000/Windows NT 4.0/Windows 98 operating system, two COM ports. 


3.1.2 RS232/UART converter 


The converter should provide conversion from RS232 (COM port of the control unit) to UART and back at 
all standard RS232 speeds up to 115000 bps. Only two lines, RX and TX are in use. Appropriate connection 
diagram is presented in Figure 2. UART logic levels must be compatible with DUT I/O logic levels. The 
reference design of the RS232/UART converter based on MAX3225 or MAX3380 chip from Maxim 
Integrated Products can be obtained through ST. 
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RS232 RX


RS232 TX


RS232 TX


RS232 RX


UART RX


UART TX UART RX


UART TX


COM port X RS232/UART converter DUT UART2


 
 


Figure 2. RS232/UART connection diagram 
 


3.1.3 Power supply 


Power supply must provide supply voltage typical for application. It is recommended to use power supply 
with integrated current sensor, otherwise  ampere meter must be inserted to monitor DUT current 
consumption. 


3.1.4 Rohde&Schwarz CMU-200 


Rohde&Schwarz CMU-200 Universal Radio Tester must be equipped with Bluetooth option, Base and 
Bluetooth FW must be v3.10. CMU-200 must be configured to get remote control (SCPI connection) from 
COM1 at speed 19200 bps. Secondary address 1 must be set for “RF Non-Signalling” group. “RF2 
IN/OUT” port must be connected to antenna coupler by RF cable. 


3.1.5 Antenna coupler 


Depending on DUT design there are three possible options of antenna coupler: 
a) DUT is equipped with permanent RF connector: this connector must be used to provide direct 


connection to CMU-200 by RF cable; 
b) DUT is designed with RF test point available: touch type of temporary connector must be used to 


provide direct connection to CMU-200 by RF cable; 
c) DUT is designed with integrated antenna: real antenna coupler to absorb power from the air must be 


used, coupling factor should not be worse than –30 dB. Antenna coupler must provide isolation from 
exterior environment in terms of EMI better than 30 dB. The reference antenna coupler is 
Rohde&Schwarz CMU-Z10 “Antenna coupler”, CMU-Z11 “Shielded chamber” and CMU-Z12 
“Bluetooth antenna coupler” assembled as one device. 


The option in use must be characterised in terms of overall loss between DUT IN/OUT RF port and CMU-
200 IN/OUT port. The loss figure is used to set correct limits for the RF tests. 


3.1.6 DUT set-up 


DUT must be connected as follow: UART2 to RS232/UART converter as presented in Figure 2, power 
supply input to power supply, antenna coupler put on the DUT IN/OUT RF port (or DUT put into shielded 
antenna coupler). UART1 RX and TX pins must be connected together, BOOT pin must be tight to ground. 


4 Test flow 


The test flow includes the following steps: 
1. Initial configuration and check; 
2. STLC2150 calibration; 
3. Infopage downloading; 
4. Firmware downloading; 
5. RF tests. 


4.1 Initial configuration and check 


ST FlashLoader exists in two versions: v2.21 with semi-automatic calibration procedure and v2.30 (or later) 
with automatic calibration procedure and flash loading. The actions which must be performed for complete 
test flow are different from v2.21 to v2.30. 
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4.1.1 ST FlashLoader v2.21 


• Power up DUT; 
• Check that current consumption is inside typical range for particular DUT type; 
• Start ST FlashLoader v2.21. 


4.1.2 ST FlashLoader v2.30 


• Start ST FlashLoader v2.30; 
• Configure ST FlashLoader v2.30 according steps below and Figure 3. 


 
 


 
 
 


 
 
 
 


 
 


Figure 3. 
 


1. Chose appropriate COM port for DUT which is connected through RS232/UART converter; 
2. Chose appropriate COM port for CMU-200; 
3. Check in “Crystal Trim” check-box if crystal trimming is required; 
4. Check in “Carrier Calibration” check-box if carrier feedthrough calibration is required; 
5. Check in “Infopage” check-box in “Download Options”, “Erase Infopage Area” option is selected 


automatically; 
6. Check in “Firmware” check-box in “Download Options”, “Erase Program Area” option is selected 


automatically; 
7. Browse and chose appropriate firmware package; 
8. Chose appropriate field for infopage parameter to be changed; 
9. Change parameter value in the “Value Edit” window; 
10. Repeat steps 8 to 10 for every infopage parameter to be changed; 
11. Click on “Start”button. 


 
 


• Power up DUT; 
• During “flash manager” code downloading check that current consumption is inside typical range 


for particular DUT type. 


1 3 4 


6 5 9 11 7 
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4.2 Calibration 


4.2.1 ST FlashLoader v2.21 


After start ST FlashLoader v2.21 enters “RF Trim” tab. For evaluation purpose or for firmware update only, 
calibration part can be skipped. 
As far as ST FlashLoader v2.21 does not support remote control of the test equipment, CMU-200 can be 
substituted by another spectrum analyser. Also, for the first part of calibration (crystal trimming) frequency 
counter can be used. It must be connected to the test point of the 13 MHz reference clock coming from 
STLC2150 radio. Refer the steps below and Figure 4 to carry out calibration. 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 


Figure 4. 
 


1. Chose appropriate COM port, which is connected to DUT through RS232/UART converter; 
2. Set “Accuracy Threshold” equal 2; in case if frequency counter is used for crystal trimming  set 


“Accuracy Threshold” equal 10; 
3. Set “Reference Frequency” equal 2441000; in case if frequency counter is used for crystal 


trimming set “Reference Frequency” equal 13000000; 
4. Set the following parameters for CMU-200 (or equivalent spectrum analyser): Mode -> Base 


Functions -> RF -> Spectrum, Center Frequency -> 2441 MHz, Span -> 500 kHz, RBW -> 1 kHz; 
5. Click on “Trimming & Calibration” button, info message “fm: try to detect hardware, reset the 


board” will appear in the message bar; 
6. Reset DUT, if DUT does not have reset control, DUT can be powered down and than powered up; 
7. After fm code download “Input Frequency” window becomes active; 
8. Prompted by the message “RFTrim: input the measured frequency” in the message bar, input the 


frequency of the carrier in kHz and click on “Input Frequency” button to continue. Typical 
spectrum (to define carrier) is presented in Figure 5. In case if frequency counter is used for crystal 
trimming, frequency must be input in Hz; 


9. Repeat step above until crystal is trimmed with defined accuracy, “Input Power” window becomes 
active; 


1 2 3 


8 11 5 Message bar 
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Figure 5. 
 


10. Set the following parameters for CMU-200 (or equivalent spectrum analyser): Mode -> Base 
Functions -> RF -> Spectrum, Center Frequency -> 2441 MHz, Span -> 200 kHz, RBW -> 5 kHz, 
average trace, number of passes -> 5; 


11. Prompted by the message “RFTrim: input power measurement # of 6” in the message bar, input the 
level of carrier in dBm, typical spectrum is presented in Figure 6. 


12. Repeat step above for 6 times. 
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Figure 6. 


4.2.2 ST FlashLoader v2.30 


If “Crystal trim” and/or “Carrier calibration” are selected, all actions for calibration will be done 
automatically. 


4.3 Infopage downloading 


4.3.1 ST FlashLoader v2.21 


After calibration ST FlashLoader v2.21 enters “InfoPage” tab. The first four fields are updated by result of 
calibration. Refer the steps below and Figure 7 to carry out the InfoPage update. For evaluation purpose or 
for firmware update only, InfoPage update can be skipped. 
 


 
 


Figure 7. 


1 


2 


3 


4 


6 
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1. Chose appropriate COM port, which is connected to DUT through RS232/UART converter; 
2. Click on the field which must be updated; 
3. Change value in the “Value Edit” window; 
4. Confirm change by click on the “Change the Value” button; 
5. Repeat step above for all fields to update; 
6. Click “InfoPage Download” button, info message “fm: try to detect hardware, reset the board” will 


appear in the message bar; 
7. Reset DUT, if DUT does not have reset control, DUT can be powered down and than powered up. 


4.3.2 ST FlashLoader v2.30 


If “Infopage” downloading option is selected, infopage will be downloaded automatically according preset 
parameters. 


4.4 Firmware downloading 


4.4.1 ST FlashLoader v2.21 


After InfoPage update ST FlashLoader v2.21 enters “Flash loader” tab. Refer the steps below and Figure 8 
to carry out the Flash loading. 
 
 


 
 


Figure 8. 
 


1. Chose appropriate COM port, which is connected to DUT through RS232/UART converter; 
2. Click on “STLC2410” radio button; 
3. Browse and chose appropriate firmware package; 
4. Click “Flash” button; 
5. Reset DUT, if DUT does not have reset control, DUT can be powered down and than powered up. 


4.4.2 ST FlashLoader v2.30 


If “Firmware” downloading option is selected, chosen firmware package will be downloaded automatically. 


4.5 RF tests 


After calibration, Infopage update and Flash loading are finished, DUT automatically starts with firmware 
loaded. In order to place DUT into the test mode UART1 RX and TX pins must be connected together. In 


1 


2 


3 


4
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the test mode DUT is discoverable and connectable, “Device Under Test Mode” is enabled according 
Bluetooth 1.1 specification Part C Chapter 6. This allows to use Bluetooth RF tester CMU-200 perform RF 
tests according Bluetooth test specification 1.1. The following tests are typically done: 
1. Output power (TRM/CA/01/C), 
2. Carrier frequency drift (TRM/CA/09/C), 
3. Sensitivity (RCV/CA/01/C). 


5 Test time estimation 


The test time estimation is presented in table below. 
Firmware downloading time depends on the code size and is different for applications. Typical firmware 
downloading time is presented for the code up to HCI. 
 


Test time Step 
Standard setup, 


FlashLoader v2.30 
Improved setup* 


Parts covered by tests 


Initial check <1s <1s PCB and components assembly quality  
Flash manager (fm) 
loading 


10s ��� 13 MHz clock, UART2, LDOs 


Calibration: crystal 
trimming 


15s min 
20s typ 
30s max 


0,6s min 
0,8s typ 
1,2s max  


 


Calibration: carrier 
feedthrough 


5s 1s  


Firmware loading 25s typ 
45s max 


3s typ 
6s max 


Infopage loading 4s 1s 


EMI interface, flash 


RF tests 10s min 3s min BlueRF interface, BPF, decoupling 
capacitors 


 
Total 74s typ 


104s max 
10s typ 
13s max 


 


 
* To decrease overall test time the following improvements can be implemented: 


1. For test setup: 
a) Use PC based control unit with high speed RS-232 interface up to 921,6 kbps, 
b) Use high speed RS-232/UART converter up to 921,6 kbps, 
c) Use GPIB remote control. 
2. For software part: 
a) Use improved fm for high speed loading (can be developed by ST only), 
b) Use improved FlashLoader with high speed loading support. 


The end manufacturer can define several improvements, based on reference and source code of existing SW 
that can be provided by ST. 


 





t.alain
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BLOCK DIAGRAM

QUICK REFERENCE DATA

Table 1. Absolute Maximum Ratings

Operation of the device beyond these conditions is not guaranteed.

Sustained exposure to these limits will adversely effect device reliability.

(*) Analogue test and RF pins only.

Table 2. Operating Ranges

Operating ranges define the limits for functional operation and parametric characteristics of the device. Func-
tionality outside these limits is not implied.

Symbol Conditions Min Max Unit

VDD Power supply Analogue and 
Digital Core

VSS - 0.3 3.5 V

VIN Input voltage on any pin VSS - 0.3 VDD + 0.3 AND < 3.5(*)

VDDIO + 0.3 AND < 4.6

V

VSSDIF Maximum voltage difference 
between different VSS* pins

-0.3 0.3 V

VDDIO Power supply for digital I/O VSS - 0.3 4.6 V

Symbol Conditions Min Typ Max Unit

VDD Power supply Analogue and Digital 
Core

2.62 2.70 2.78 V

VDDIO Power supply for I/O 2.50 3.60 V

PLL
& VCO

MIX

MIX

RX
DIGITAL

PART

IQ-
BPF

VGA

FILTER
CALIBRATION

POWER & CLOCK
CONTROL

SERIAL PROGRAM
INTERFACE

A/D
BRXD

BTXD

 BLUE RF

A/D

LPF

LPF
D02TL547

LNA

PA

ANTENNA

DAC
SYSTEM MODULATOR
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Tamb Ambient temperature -40 85 °C
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Pin Description and Assignment

PIN CONNECTION (bottom view)

Pin# Pin Name Description Pin# Pin Name Description

1 VSS3 Analogue Ground 25 XTAL130 13 MHz Crystal oscillator  output pin

2 AOUTIP Analogue test output 26 XTAL13I 13 MHz Crystal oscillator input pin

3 AOUTIN Analogue test output 27 VDDXTAL 13 MHz oscillator supply

4 AOUTQP Analogue test output 28 VSS1 Analogue Ground

5 AOUTQN Analogue test output 29 VDD1 Analogue Supply

6 LPCLK 3.2 or 32 KHz clock output 30 VDD2 Analogue Supply

7 BDCLK JTAG TCK 31 VSS2 Analogue Ground

8 DVDD1 Digital Core Supply pin 32 VSS6 Analogue Ground

9 DVSS1 Digital Core Ground pin 33 VDD6 Analogue Supply

10 BNDEN JTAG TMS 34 VDD5 Analogue Supply

11 BMOSI JTAG TDI 35 VSS5 Analogue Ground

12 BMISO JTAG TDO 36 VDD7 Analogue Supply

13 RESETN Reset 37 VSS7 Analogue Ground

14 BXTLEN Oscillator enable 38 AINQN Analogue test input

15 BTXEN Tx path enable 39 AINQP Analogue test input

16 BRXEN Rx path enable 40 VDD4 Analogue Supply

17 IOVDD1 Digital IO Supply pin 41 VSS4 Analogue Ground

18 CLK13MHZ 13 MHz output 42 RF_N RF antenna connection

19 BTXD Tx data 43 RF_P RF antenna connection

20 BRCLK 1 MHz-clock associated with data 44 VSS4 Analogue Ground

21 OTP_ZAP OTP ZAP 45 VDD4 Analogue Supply

22 BPKTCTL Access code successfully decoded 46 AININ Analogue test input

23 BRXD Rx data 47 AINIP Analogue test input

24 BSEN Synthesizer enable 48 VDD3 Analogue Supply

37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48

12

11
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9

8

7
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4

3

2
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STLC2150

CURRENT CONSUMPTION

Table 3. Typical Current Consumption

I/O CELL CHARACTERISTICS

Table 4: CMOS DC Electrical characteristics, rated for the operating range

APPLICATION REFERENCE DESIGN

Figure 1. reference design schematic diagram

Symbol Parameter Typ Max Unit

Istby Current consumption in standby mode (@27 °C) 5 µA

Irx Current consumption in Receive mode 40 52 mA

Itx Current consumption in Transmit mode 66 80 mA

Ivco Current consumption when only PLL is enabled 22 TBD mA

I32K Current consumption when only the 32-kHz clock oscillator is operating TBD TBD µA

Symbol Parameter Min Max Unit

VIH High Level Input Voltage 80% of VDDIO V

VIL Low Level Input Voltage 20% of VDDIO V

VOH High Level Output Voltage 85% of VDDIO V

VOL Low Level Output Voltage 0.4 V

Vt+ Schmitt trigger rising threshold 1.4 2.0 V

Vt- Schmitt trigger falling threshold 0.5 1.2 V

Schmitt trigger minimum hysteresis 248 mV

LPCLK
6

98

BDCLKbdclk
7

BNDENbnden
10

CLK13MHZxin
18

BTXDbtxd
19

BRCLK

XTAL13O

XTAL13I

brclk
20

BPKTCTLbpkctl
22

BRXDbrxd
23

BSENbsen
24

25 26 28 31 32 35

BMOSIbmosi
11

BMISO

DVDD DVSS

48

VDD3

45

VDD4

1

VSS3

AOUTIP AOUTIN AOUTQP

bmiso
12

RESETNRESET
13

BXTLENsys_clk_req
14

BTXENbtxen
15

BRXENbrxen
16

IOVDD
2.7V

C1
100nF

17

2

43

42

3 4

AOUTQN

5

OTP_ZAP 21

2.7V

C8
100nF

C7
100nF

2.7V

40

VDD4

RF_P

RF_N

AINIP

AININ

VSS4

VSS4

AINQP

AINQN

VSS7

C6
100nF

C4
100nF

50Ω

2.7V

2

1

2.7V

47

46

44

41

39

38

37

VDDXTL

VDD1

VDD2

VDD6

VDD5

VDD7

27

29

30

33

34

36

IMPEDANCE ADAPTATION
+BPF

VSS1 VSS2 VSS6 VSS5

STLC2150STLC2410
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STLC2150

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

Receiver

The STLC2150 implements a low-IF receiver for Bluetooth® modulated input signals. The radio signal is taken
from 75Ω balanced RF input and amplified by an LNA.

The  mixers are driven by  two quadrature signals which are  locally generated from a VCO signal running at
twice the frequency. The output signals in the I signal path and Q signal path are bandpass filtered by a
polyphase bandpass filter for channel filtering and image rejection. The output of the lowpass filters is amplified
by a VGA to the optimal input range for the A/D converters. 

Further filtering is done in digital filters. The digital part demodulates the GFSK coded bit stream by evaluating
the phase information in the I and Q signals. 

The digital part recovers the receive bit clock. It extracts RSSI data by calculating the signal strength. Overall
automatic gain amplification in the receive path is controlled by the digital part.

Transmitter

The transmitter takes the serial input transmit data from the base-band. This data is GFSK modulated to I and
Q signals. The Tx bit clock is provided to the base-band for synchronization.

The output of the digital part is converted to analogue signals which are lowpass filtered before being sent to
direct up-conversion mixers. 

The quadrature up-conversion mixers use the same LO as the receiver. 0dBm output power at the antenna port
is achieved with an internal PA, which has 75Ω balanced RF output. Optional power control is available.

PLL

The on-chip VCO is part of a PLL, the frequency is programmed for the RF channels by the digital part. The tank
resonator circuitry for the VCO is completely integrated.

Process variations on the VCO center frequency are calibrated out automatically. Also the RC time constants
for the analogue lowpass filters are automatically calibrated on chip.

Base-band interface

Unidirectional BlueRF compatible interface is used to control all functions of radio transceiver. 

The unidirectional RXMODE2 is supported. STLC2150 has also the capability to provide the recovered clock
and the aligned data to the base-band (Rxmode2+). 4 wires serial JTAG interface is used to access the internal
registers. Also JTAG is used to set channel number and read RSSI.

Crystal oscillator

The STLC2150 has a crystal oscillator to generate 13 MHz reference clock for internal use and for the base-
band chip. 

Also a 3.2 or 32 kHz clock for low power modes operation can be provided.
5/10



STLC2150

GENERAL SPECIFICATION

All the provided values are specified over the operational conditions (VDD and temperature) according to the
Bluetooth® v.1.2 specification.

Receiver

To comply with the Bluetooth® norm, an external RF filter is required to provide minimum 17dB of attenuation
in the bands: 30MHz - 2000MHz and 3000MHz - 12.75GHz. All specification below are measured at the antenna
port. The loss between IC inputs and the port is approximately 2dB

1) Sensitivity at chip pins is -79.5 dBm.
2) Guarantied over process variation and full temperature range -40 to +85°C.
3) Without any exception.

RSSI Extraction

The RSSI extraction block allows to determine the Received Signal Strength.  The indicator output is an 8-bit
word, indicating the signal strength in dBm

Symbol Parameter Test condition Min Typ Max Unit

RFin Input frequency range 2402 2480 MHz

RXsens Receiver sensitivity 
(including dirty signal test)

@BER 0.1% -77.5 1) -73.7 2) dBm

RXmax Max input signal level @BER 0.1% >16 dBm

Receiver interference Performance @BER 0.1% 3)

C/Ico-channel Co-channel interference @ Input signal strength = -60 dBm 10 11 dB

C/I1MHz Adjacent (1MHz) 
interference

@ Input signal strength = -60 dBm -1 0 dB

C/I2MHz Adjacent (2MHz) 
interference

@ Input signal strength = -60 dBm -36 -30 dB

C/I≥3MHz Adjacent (≥3MHz) 
interference

@ Input signal strength = -67 dBm -50 -42 dB

C/Iimage Image interference @ Input signal strength = -67 dBm -25 -11 dB

C/Iimage±1MHz Adjacent (1MHz) to image 
interference

@ Input signal strength = -67 dBm -40 -28 dB

Receiver blocking @BER 0.1%

RXB_1 30 MHz – 2000 MHz
3000 MHz – 12.75 GHz

@ input signal strength = -67 dBm -10 dBm

RXB_2 2000 MHz – 2400 MHz
2500 MHz – 3000 MHz

@ input signal strength = -67dBm -27 dBm

Receiver intermodulation

RXIIP3 Input referred IP3 Interferers at –39 dBm, 
intended channel at –64 dBm, 
BER < 0.1%

-7.5 -11.5 dBm

Symbol Parameter Test condition / notes Min Typ Max Unit

RSSI_AC RSSI accuracy Signal power = -70 dBm ± 4 dB

RSSI_R RSSI range Range upwards from –70 dBm 20 40 dB 

RSSI_RES RSSI Resolution 0.37 dB/bit

RSSI_REF RSSI reference point signal power = -64 dBm 107
6/10

The RSSI value is stored in the RSSI register. The value is latched when the base-band sends the access code
recognition signal (BPKTCTL) and is kept unchanged until the next RX active slot. The register can be read by
the base-band at any time
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Transmitter

All output power specifications are given at the antenna port, with a bandpass filter and matching network in
between the port and the IC. The loss between antenna port and IC output is approximately 2 dB

PLL

The centre frequency of the radio transmit or receive channel is controlled by a PLL. The selected radio channel
centre frequency is given by:

Fc = 2.400GHz + n*1 MHz,

where "n" is a 7-bit channel control word, ranging from 2 to 97

Symbol Parameter Test condition Min Typ Max Unit

RFout Output frequency range Bluetooth® frequency band 2402 2480 MHz

TXPout Nominal output power @ 2402 – 2480 MHz -6 0 +4 dBm

In-band spurious emission

TX_SE1 Frequency offset = 
±550kHz

Measured in a 100 kHz 
bandwidth

-26 -20 dBc

TX_SE2 Channel offset = 2 -51 dBm

TX_SE3 Channel offset ≥ 3 -62 dBm

Out-of-band spurious emission

TX_SE4 Emission in the 30 MHz – 1 
GHz band

Operation mode -65 dBm

Idle mode -65

TX_SE5 Emission in the  1 GHz – 
12.75 GHz band

Operation mode -58 dBm

Idle mode -65

TX_SE6 Emission in the  1.8 GHz – 
1.9 GHz band

Operation mode -65 dBm

Idle mode -65

TX_SE7 Emission in the  5.15 GHz – 
5.3 GHz band

Operation mode -65 dBm

Idle mode -65

Symbol Parameter Test condition Min Typ Max Unit

Fref External reference clock -20ppm 13.000 +20ppm MHz

VCOset VCO settling time after 
power up

From Channel selection to 
LOCK = H

40 100 µs

Fd Transmitter frequency drift ±100 Hz/µs
7/10
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Crystal oscillator

An on-chip crystal oscillator provides a 13MHz master clock. The external crystal must be connected to the pads
XTAL13I and XTAL13O.

The frequency specification of ±20 ppm can be achieved by 2 different ways:

1. by external components choice (default);

2. by internal tuning (with internal capacitors as defined by the control word stored in the registers.

The control word allows modifying the value of the capacitor connected to the oscillator pads. The total capac-
itance (including the parasitic capacitors) must be about 16 pF. 

The variable capacitor is implemented as a capacitor array of about 255 x 90 fF.

External crystal example

1) Temperaure range is defined by application needs.

Low power clock

The STLC2150 can provide 3.2 or 32 KHz, low power clock for baseband chip operation in Hold, Snif and Park
modes.

External reference frequency

The STLC2150 can take a digital clock from external source 13 MHz on the CLK13MHZ pin. 

The IC also can use an analogue (sine wave, from 0.2 up to 1 Vpp) clock from external 13 MHz source on the
XTAL13I pin.

Registers description

To provide operational control, configuration flexibility (e.g. clock configuration, XTAL trimming) and to set max-

Parameter Value Unit tolerance Comment

Frequency 13.000000 MHz ± 10 ppm At 25 °C ± 3 °C

Mode Fundamental

Drive level 100 µW ± 20

Temp drift ±10 ppm Referred to value at 25°C over temperature 
range 1)

Aging ±1 Ppm/year max

Cload 16.0 pF ± 1 %

Rseries 40 Ω max

C0 1.7 pF ± 20 % Shunt capacitance

C1 6.5 pF ± 24 % Motional capacitance

Rins 500 MΩ min Insulation resistance

Pull_sens 10 Ppm ± 20 % (16 pF)

Activity Dips ± 0.5 Ppm / °C max Temperature range 1)
8/10

imum performance the STLC2150 has a bank of registers. Detailed description is available in “STLC2150: In-
terface and Programming Guide”.
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OUTLINE AND
MECHANICAL DATA

DIM.
mm inch

MIN. TYP. MAX. MIN. TYP. MAX.

A 0.800 0.900 1.000 0.031 0.035 0.039

A1 0.020 0.050 0.0008 0.0019

A2 0.650 1.000 0.025 0.039

A3 0.250 0.01

b 0.180 0.230 0.300 0.007 0.009 0.012

D 6.850 7.000 7.150 0.269 0.275 0.281

D2 2.250 4.700 5.250 0.088 0.185 0.207

E 6.850 7.000 7.150 0.269 0.275 0.281

E2 2.250 4.700 5.250 0.088 0.185 0.207

e 0.450 0.500 0.550 0.018 0.020 0.022

L 0.300 0.400 0.500 0.012 0.016 0.020

ddd 0.080 0.003

VFQFPN-48 (7x7x1.0mm)
Very Fine Quad Flat Package

 

No lead
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